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LONG-TERM GOALS 

The long-term goal is to understand the role of waves and sea state in the Arctic Ocean, such that 
forecast models are improved and a robust climatology is defined. 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives are to: develop a sea state climatology for the Arctic Ocean, improve wave forecasting 
in the presence of sea ice, improve theory of wave attenuation/scattering in the sea ice cover, apply 
wave–ice interactions directly in integrated arctic system models, and understand heat and mass fluxes 
in the air–sea–ice system. 

APPROACH 

The technical approach is to measure waves, winds, and turbulence in the Arctic Ocean using drifting 
SWIFT buoys deployed during a 2015 cruise and moored Acoustic Wave and Current (AWAC) sub-
surface instruments maintained yearly. These measurements will be used to estimate the fluxes of 
momentum and heat between the air, sea, and ice.  Results will be integrated with remote sensing 
products and wave models.  

WORK COMPLETED 

Work during this second year of the DRI has centered around cruise planning for the 2015 effort and 
coordination of remote sensing products.  To assist in cruise planning, a cruise module template has 
been developed and an example is shown in Figure 1.  This template is intended for use across the 
science team to describe a coordinated response to conditions that are present during the 2015 cruise.  

Work has also been completed to assess the skill of existing ice routines in the WAVEWATCH III 
spectral wave model, by comparing WWIII results (provided in a collaboration with Erick Rogers at 
the Naval Research Lab) with AWAC mooring measurements from 2012.  

Finally, a workflow for utilizing remote sensing products during high-latitude cruises was tested during 
the MIZ-DRI experiment of 2014.  
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Figure 2. Time series of Arctic Ocean wave conditions. Hourly values for (a) significant wave height, (b) wind speed at
10 m reference height, and (c) fetch along the direction of the wind, from the mooring location to ice or land. In
Figure 2a, symbols show the in situ observations, and the solid curve shows the model hindcast results. Gray is used
to indicate the presence of partial ice cover (as determined from the mooring data). In Figure 2c, filled symbols are for
wave conditions that are pure wind seas and open symbols are for wave conditions that include swells (as determined
by nondimensional wave age, c

U
).

3. Results

There is excellent agreement in wave height between the observations for most of the summer 2012 record
and the model (Figure 2), but there is a notable bias in mid-August (i.e., immediately following the mooring
deployment on 12 August) when the model overestimates the observations by as much as a factor of 2. This
corresponds to the seasonal retreat and advance of sea ice, during which the NSIDC products indicate that
partial cover occurs at the mooring location. The wave model includes methods for treating the effect of
ice (using estimates of ice concentration as input), but it is believed that the ice products employed here,
derived from satellite passive microwave radiometer, underrepresent the ice. Clearly, the local effects of ice
on the waves at a given location are significant and warrant further investigation. Here, however, we focus
on the regional effects of sea ice variations and examine the middle portion of the wave record, when the
mooring location is ice free but ice cover farther north of the mooring location continues to control the
effective size of the basin.

There were two notable wave events in 2012: a storm early August and another in mid-September. The
first storm occurred before the in situ observations began (and when satellite observations suggest that
ice cover was still significant at the mooring location); hence, only model results are shown for that storm.
Although the first storm was significant in forcing ice retreat [Parkinson and Comiso, 2013], the waves asso-
ciated with that storm were not modeled to be as large as the September storm. This is likely because the
fetch available for wave growth was much smaller in August (when the ice edge was at approximately 72◦N)
than in September (when the ice edge was at approximately 80◦N).

The overall dependence on open water distance is shown in Figure 3, where nondimensional wave energy
scales with nondimensional distance over 3 orders of magnitude. (The points from the September storm,
for example, lie near the regression line and span 104 to 106.) The coefficient of determination is R2 = 0.81,
which is significant beyond the 95% level and is notably higher than the direct correlation of wind speed
and wave height (R2 = 0.67, not shown). In contrast, there is no significant relation between nondimen-
sional wave energy and nondimensional storm duration (R2 = 0.001, not shown).

Scaling analysis such as this is often prone to spurious correlation, because the wind speed U is used in both
variables. Here the lack of correlation between wave energy and duration, which also each have U in their
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ONR$Sea$State$DRI$cruise$planning$template$(3$day$scenarios)$
!
 
Scenario!name:!Open!water!
 
Science!objective:!baseline!measurements,!shakedown!of!equipment!and!deck!ops!
 
Ice!condition:!none!
 
Wave!condition:!moderate!to!large…!Hs!at!least!1!m!
 
Met!condition:!moderate!to!strong!winds…!U!at!least!8!m/s!
 
!
 
Activities!(by!hours!allocated)!
 
Category!
 Day!1:!preLevent! Day!2:!event! Day!3:!post!event! 
WAVE$ 
Process!buoys!! 
SWIFT!buoys! 
Waverider!buoys! 
Wave!radar! 

Prep!all!gear! 
! 
! 

! 
! 
deploy!4!SWIFTs!(1!hr)! 
deploy!2!WRs!(1!hr)! 
Wave!radar!(L)! 

recover!!buoys!(4!hr)! 

ICE$ 
Ship!transects! 
AUV!transects! 

Prep!all!gear! 
! 
! 

AUV!mission!(6!hr)! ! 

IMB! 
MET$ 
Ship!underway! 
Ship!head!to!wind! 
Radiosondes! 
AWS!on!ice! 

Prep!all!gear! 
! 
! 
Radiosondes!(4!x!.5)! 

! 
Ship!head!to!wind!(4!x! 
.5)! 
! 
Radiosondes!(4!x!.5)! 

! 
! 
! 
Radiosondes!(4!x!.5)! 

OCEAN$ 
CTD!stations,!200!m! 
towed!CTD!! 
Shipboard!ADCP! 
towed!sea!snake! 
glider! 
! 

Prep!all!gear! 
! 
! 
! 

! 
CTD!casts!(4!x!.5)! 
towing!(4)! 
ADCP!off!for!AUV!ops! 
towing!(4)! 
glider!mission!(4)! 

! 

Sequencing!! 
Timing! 
Morning$ 

Day!1!(preLevent)! 
quadcopter!recon! 
! 

Day!2!(event)! 
quadcopter!recon! 
buoy!deployments! 
CTD!cast,!head!to!wind! 

Day!3!(post!event)! 
quadcopter!recon! 
buoy!recovery! 

Afternoon$ ! 
! 

AUV!and!glider!ops! 
CTD!cast,!head!to!wind! 

! 

Evening$ POD!meeting! 
! 

POD!meeting! 
towing! 
CTD!cast,!head!to!wind! 

POD!meeting! 

Overnight$ ! towing! ! 
! CTD!cast,!head!to!wind! 

!  
Figure 1.  Example cruise module template.  

 
RESULTS 
The assessment of WAVEWATCHIII indicates that the model severly overestimates wave heights in 
the early and late portions of the open water season (in particular, mid August of Figure 2).   These are 
periods when the ice edge is very close to the mooring location.  It is yet to be determined if the bias is 
owing to errors in the model physics or errors in the ice products used as input to the wave model.   
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Figure 2.  Wave heights measured by the AWAC mooring and hindcast by WAVEWATCH III 

during 2012.   
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IMPACT/APPLICATIONS 

Improved sea state predictions in the Arctic Ocean will enable safe naval operations in the region. 

RELATED PROJECTS 

A contract with Scitor Corp. is supporting a graduate student to analyze declassified satellite images 
for wave information in the Beaufort region. 

Resources are data are shared with the “Marginal Ice Zone” DRI.  More information is at 
http://www.apl.washington.edu/project/project.php?id=miz 
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